Outcome 1
Capacities
provided for local
administrative
institutions to
integrate climate
risks into
participatory
planning and
financing of small
scale rural water
infrastructure
provision.
(equivalent to
activity in ATLAS)

1.1 Percentage
change in the
ability of local
officials to apply
methodologies to
analyse climate
risks and identify
CC vulnerabilities
in 12 districts

in target provinces
and districts.

No officials apply
methodologies to analyse
climate risks and
vulnerabilities. No
existing mechanism for
climate resilient planning/
monitoring used for
district development
planning.
There are no linkages
made between the failure
of water infrastructure
and the inappropriate
management of
ecosystems.

50% of sub-national
officials and 10% of
national officials are
able to analyse
climate risks for
their districts on a
macro level (V&A
analysis) and are
able to identify
specific
vulnerabilities and
adaptation options
at village level
(CRVA).

concerns emerging
from community
level annual
planning
consultations.

Partially Achieved with
actual targets over 50%.
Capacity building has
mainly taken the form of
on-the-job training linked
to implementation of
project activities.
However, specific
training events were
implemented during 2016
on climate resilient
infrastructure and
ecosystem-based
adaptation
The CRVA process has
also included on-the-job

used these Guidelines as the “point of entry” for combining
infrastructure resilience with ecosystem-based adaptation
for rural water infrastructure.
The project has contributed to the raised awareness of
climate change issues at provincial and district levels in the
two target provinces of Saravane and Sekong. At the
community level, awareness on climate change issues and
nature-based solutions such as forest rehabilitation and
management, and wetland conservation, has been increased
significantly in beneficiary communities.
Finally, the project has contributed to raise the profile of
Lao PDR internationally. At the UNFCCC Conference of
Parties, held in Bonn, Germany, in November 2017 (the
COP23), the project organized a Side Event together with
Timor Leste on South-South Cooperation for climate
resilient infrastructure planning and implementation,
including an emphasis on nature-based solutions to climate
change. At the COP23, Lao PDR was also highlighted for
its potential for circular economy approaches to
sustainable, climate-resilient and low-carbon development.
A capacity needs assessment was carried out in 2014,
which was then the basis of implementation of capacity –
building activities throughout the remaining part of the
project. These were mainly carried out as ‘on-the-job’
events and linked to implementation of specific project
activities. For instance, the Climate Risk and Vulnerability
Assessment (CRVA) was carried out in 2016 as a key
activity of Outcome 1, and of the project. A large element
of capacity building was part of the CRVA implementation,
with the aim to transfer CRVA skills to local officers and
communities. Similarly, the project Infrastructure Specialist
worked with district engineers during the project design
phase with the aim to increase capacity for climate resilient
planning and design.
Throughout the life-time of the project, and particularly
during the early period (2014-15), a lot of effort was put

No procedures in place

No any district
development plans
available.

1.2 Procedures are
in place to
integrate CC
resilient advice
and investment
for small-scale
rural water
infrastructure into
district planning

1.3 Number of
district
development
plans available,
reflecting costs
for adaptation in
the water sector.

CCA in the water sector
currently not budgeted.

All annual district
investment plans
include evidence of
incremental CCA
costings for water
sector projects by
year 4 and at least 4

All 12 target
districts are
applying a climate
resilient planning
mechanism
including project
identification, site
assessment,
approval, execution
and M&E.

Fully Achieved.
The CRVA process has
been completed, including
all the reporting. The
CRVA baselines for 12
potential projects was
used as the basis for

Fully Achieved.
All 12 target districts have
integrated climate
resilient planning and
projects into their district
development planning. As
of September 2017 about
17,000 villagers gained
direct benefits from the
projects from increased
crop production, reduced
crop loss due to flooding
and drought, climate
resilient water supply, and
avoided flooding impacts.

training and coaching of
both district, provincial
and central government
staff in applying the
CRVA methodology
Strengthening Capacity
Building on the
implementation of smallscale infrastructure
through the training
workshop on the revised
DDF-CR guidelines.

into building capacity with district authorities in the
District Development Fund (DDF) mechanism and its
associated planning processes. The project Financial
Management Specialist along with staff from the MOHA
NGPAR programme were instrumental in ensuring that the
needed capacity in this area was built and maintained.
The project National Infrastructure Specialist worked
together with district engineers and other technical staff to
build capacity in climate resilient infrastructure design and
construction. Again, this was done mainly in an “on-thejob” setting, i.e. during the planning and design of the
infrastructure projects funded though the project.
A challenge that was identified early during project
implementation was to better link infrastructure resilience
(Outcome 2) with ecosystem-based adaptation measures
(Outcome 3). Better integration of the two Outcomes was
facilitated through the planning and implementation of joint
capacity building activities between the infrastructure
specialist and the ecosystem specialist.

Outcome 2
Incentives in place
for small scale
rural
infrastructure to
be protected and
diversified against
climate change
induced risks
(droughts, floods,
erosion and
landslides)
benefitting at least
50,000 people in 12
districts of Sekong
and Saravane

Existing village level
water related
infrastructure is poorly
maintained and not
designed to cope with
increasing incidence of
drought, flood or flash
flood events.

Climate Change resilience
not built-into existing or
new small-scale irrigation
infrastructure.
Infrastructure poorly
maintained and options
often not appropriate to
address the real situation.

2.1 Number of
districts routinely
investing in
climate resilient
measures to
improve village
level water
harvesting,
storage and
distribution
systems.

2.2 Number of
people benefitting
from investments
in small-scale
irrigation systems
to increase their
resilience against
climate change
risks.

At least 50,000
people across 12
districts are
benefitting from
climate change
resilient small-scale
irrigation
infrastructure,

By the end of the
project all target
districts are
investing at least 2
projects per year in
village level climate
resilient water
harvesting, storage
and distribution
systems, which are
informed by CRVA.
(Actual target: 12
districts)

provide this
evidence by Year 2.

Fully Achieved.
Over 37,049 (18,412
females) people across 12
districts gained benefits
from 29 infrastructure and
9 EbA projects

Fully Achieved for 12
target districts.
The revised DDF
Guidelines (including
climate resilience
measures), has been
formally approved by the
Project Board in
December 2015, endorsed
and formally signed by
MoNRE.

All 12 district
development plans
include climate resilient
costing

prioritizing projects for
the funding cycle (201617)

During the project, the total target of infrastructure projects
to be implemented was reduced from 48 projects to 29
projects. This was based on several considerations. Firstly,
the original number of 40 projects was unrealistic as it
implied four funding cycles (years), and one project in each
district per year. However, it was never possible to fund
any projects in year one when the project was starting up,
and was out of phase with the annual financial cycle of the
District Development Fund (DDF) planning mechanism.
Secondly, a cautious approach was taken during the first
funding cycle in order to ensure quality and build up
experiences in the process. Therefore, only four projects
were funded during the first round of funding, in 2014.
These projects were identified from the Vulnerability
Assessment that was undertaken as part of project
formulation, and which included a long-list of potential
projects for consideration during project implementation.
The total grant (2 mill USD) was not changed as part of the
reduction of the number of projects. This meant that, with
fewer projects than planned, some slightly bigger projects
could be supported. In total, 29 infrastructure projects have
been funded, including irrigation systems (14 projects),
water supply (6 projects), flood gate improvements (2
projects), community bridges (5 projects), and check dams
(2 projects). The following infrastructure projects have
been implemented:

Outcome 3
Natural assets
(such as wetlands,

3.1 Number of
management

2.3 District level
fiscal and
administrative
incentives are
introduced that
incorporate
climate resilient
measures for
small-scale rural
infrastructure.

Land use and
management procedures

No fiscal and
administrative incentives
and structures are in place
to promote climate
resilient planning at subnational level. The
existing DDF mechanism
has the ability to channel
baseline development
funding only.

At least 6
management and

At least 25% in
additional CCA
funds (annual
average) expended
over and above
baseline District
Development
Funding in at least
12 districts, based
on a system that
rewards districts
that perform well
against
predetermined
criteria.

which has been
informed by CRVA.
(Actual target:
38,000
beneficiaries)

Fully Achieved.
9 management and action
plans covering 9 climate

Impact monitoring,
including a Cost-Benefit
Analysis (CBA) of 5
selected infrastructure
project sites, was initiated
in Q3, 2017: data
collection and field work
completed, final reporting
undertaken in
October 2017

Achieved.

2015: (1) Nong Deng Irrigation Project, Saravane District;
(2) Naphrabangyai Water Supply, Lakhonpheng District;
(3) Ban Mo Irrigation Project, Lamarm District; (4)
Songkhone Irrigation Project, Kaleum District
2016: (5) Hang Heng irrigation Project, Khongsedone
District; (6) Sa O dike construction Project, Khongsedone
District; (7) Lakhonesy Reservoir Project, Lakhonpheng
District; (8) Culvert construction Project, Laongam
District; (9) Beung Xai Irrigation Project, Saravan District;
(10) Bridge construction Project, Ban Kengnoy, Vapi
District; (11) Upgrading Ban Pihai Irrigation Project,
Samouay District; (12) Upgrading Ban Patem Irrigation
Project, Ta Oy District; (13) Ban Kamkok water Supply
Project, Thateng District; (14) Ban Louay water supply
Project, Kaleum; (15) Ban Dak Treup water supply Project,
Dak Cheung; (16) Ban Naver Irrigation Project, Lamarm
District.
2017: (17) Upgrade of Huay Chaluay Irrigation System,
Phanoune Village, Saravane District; (18) Upgrade of
Chohai Irrigation System, Ta Oi District; (19) Huayhai
Bridge construction, Houywa Village, Toum Lan District;
(20) Huay Lapong Bridge construction, Donehue Village,
Lakhonpheng District; (21) Construction of Reservoir Dike
at Beung Sa Ae, Nalaong Village, Vapi District; (22) Hang
heng Pumping Irrigation Scheme, Khongsedone District;
(23) Upgrade of wooden bridge and associated road, Keb
Pheung Village, Laongam District; (24) Lahang Irrigation
System, Samouy District; (25) Huay Koung system, Beng
Village, Lamarm District; (26) Kongtasing Village water
supply, Kaleum District; (27) Tatalang Village water
supply, Dakcheung District; (28) Huay Dam Irrigation
system, Thateng District. (29) Katao Village water supply
project, Toomlarn district, Saravane province.
Two ecosystem areas were identified early on in project
implementation (mid 2014) as potential areas for ecosystem
interventions, the degraded watershed forest of Phu Ta

forests and other
ecosystems in subcatchments) over
at least 60,000 ha
are managed to
ensure
maintenance of
critical ecosystem
services, especially
water
provisioning, flood
control and
protection under
increasing climate
change induced
stresses, in Sekong
and Saravane
provinces.

and plans supporting
climate change resilience
of sub-catchments and
small-scale rural
infrastructures do not
exist or if so are poorly
implemented.

Local planners and
decision makers do not
make the linkages
between infrastructure
investment and local land
management practices.
There is little or no
information available to
planners providing a
reference point or
practical experience in
this area.

/action plans for
local scale
ecosystems based
adaptation to
improve the
resilience of
small-scale rural
infrastructure
against floods and
drought
developed and
under
implementation.

3.2 Number of
key project
stakeholders
aware of links
between improved
ecosystem
management and
sustainability of
investments in
small scale rural
water
infrastructure.

At least 250
national, provincial
and district planners
have received
knowledge and
learning approaches
and materials
produced by the
project on
ecosystem based
management
linkages to
infrastructure
provision.

(Actual target: up
to 9 management
plans )

action plans
covering at least 48
climate resilience
small-scale
infrastructure
investments under
implementation
across both Sekong
and Saravane
provinces.

Fully Achieved.
303 government staff at
sub-national level
received training and
gained better
understanding on basic
knowledge on climate
change adaptation, CRVA
and EbA management
approach.

resilience small-scale
infrastructure investments
under implementation in
Sekong (5 sites) and
Saravane (4 sites)
provinces. The total EbA
areas covers
14,518.23 ha including
3,754.54 ha of protected
forest land.

Yeune, in Thateng District of Sekong Province, and the Sa
O Wetland in Khongsedone District of Saravane Province.
These two areas were considered pilot ecosystem areas in
terms developing a process for ecosystem interventions,
which included: (1) community consultations, (2)
participatory land use planning, (3) development of
ecosystem management plan, including rules and
regulations, and - where feasible – (4) identification of
specific ecosystem-based adaptation measures.
Subsequently, an additional 7 areas were identified based
on the CRVA results, and modelled around the two pilot
ecosystem areas.
The seven additional ecosystem areas include: watershed
forest area upstream of Naver village, Lamarm District; (2)
watershed forest upstream of Songkone village, Kaleum
District; (3) watershed forest upstream of Loy village,
Kaleum District; (4) watershed forest upstream of Dark
Treub village, Dakcheung District; (5) Beung Ae Wetland,
Vapi District; (6) watershed forest upstream of Johai
village, Ta Oy District; (7) watershed forest upstream of
Pihai village, Samuay District

Annex 5: Mission Itinerary and Sites Visited

Date

Time

MO 23/10

13:30-15:00

Briefing UNDP Env. Unit

Margaret, Chitlatda, Vincent Singha.

UNDP CO

14:45-15:30

RR, DRR, Margaret, Vincent. Singha,
Chitlatda
Thillaphong, Vincent, Singha

UNDP CO

08:00-09:30

Briefing meeting with UNDP
Senior Management
Meeting with UNCDF

09:45-11:30

Meeting with Project Support Unit

MONRE/PSU
Office

11:30-12:10

Meeting with SM/Project Board
members of MONRE
Meeting withSM/Project Board
member of MOHA
Travel to Pakse by plane then to
Sekong by car
Meeting with Lamarm District
Development Support Committee
and District Development Support
Team

Vincent, Singha, Anders, Souksavanh,
Bounpanh, Khemmala, other relevant
participants (MOHA Coordinator, & Admin
Officer)
Vincent, Singha, Sangkhan
Thiengthammavong, Souksavanh Sisouvong
Vincent, Singha, Nisit Keopanya and Nat.
coordinator
Vincent, Singha

TU 24/10

14:40-16:00
WE 25/10

07 :30-8:45
13:00-15:00

TH 26/10

Responsible persons

Vincent, Singha, District Vice Governor,
relevant District Offices who are members,
Focal point for implementation of components
1 and 3, Focal point for implementation of
components 2.
Vincent, Singha, village authorities, farmers
and relevant project stakeholders

Location

UNDP CO

MONRE
MOHA
VTE-PakseSekong
Lamarm
district/Sekong
province

15:00-16:30

Visit to Hang Heng irrigation
Project site

08:30-10:30

Meeting with Sekong Provincial
Support Committee and Provincial
Project Support Unit

Vincent, Singha, Provincial Cabinet Chief,
relevant Provincial Offices who are members,
focal point for components 1 and 3, focal point
for component 2, and relevant participants.

10:40-12:00

Meeting with Thateng District
Development Support Committee
and District Development Support
Team
Meeting with project stakeholders
and visit to Kam Kok village
Water Supply and EbA Project.
Travel to Saravane province

Vincent, Singha, village authorities, farmers
and relevant project stakeholders

Thateng
district/Sekong
province

Vincent, Singha, village authorities, farmers
and relevant project stakeholders

Thateng
district/Sekong
province
Thateng/SekongSaravane
Saravane
province

13:00-15:00
15:00-16:00
FRI 27/10

Activity

08:00-10:00

10:15-12:00

13:00-15:00
15:00-16:00

Meeting with Saravane Provincial
Support Committee and Provincial
Project Support Unit

Vincent, Singha

Vincent, Singha, Provincial Cabinet Chief,
relevant Provincial Offices who are members,
focal point for components 1 and 3, focal point
for component 2, and relevant participants.
Meeting with Saravane District
Vincent, Singha, Project team members lead
Development Support Committee by District Planning and Investment Office
and District Development Support and Focal point for implementation of
Team
component 2.
Visit to Buengxai Small-Scale
Vincent, Singha, village authorities, farmers
Flood Protection Infrastructure and and relevant project stakeholders
Land Use Planning
Travel to Sekong
Vincent, Singha

Lamarm
district/Sekong
province
Sekong province

Saravane
district/Saravane
province
Saravan
district/Saravane
province
Salavane-Lao
Gnam

SAT 28/10

08:00-16:00

16:00-17:00

Travel to Dak Cheung district to
meet with district & village
authorities, farmers and relevant
project stakeholders following by
site visit to Daktreub water project
site and Naver irrigation project
Travel to Lamarm district

Vincent, Singha, District Development
Support members, village authorities, farmers
and relevant project stakeholders, Project team
members lead by District Planning and
Investment Office and Focal point for
implementation related components.
Vincent, Singha

Saravane
district/Saravane
province

Dak ChuengLamarm
Mo
village/Lamarm
district/Sekong
Lamarm-Vapy

SU 29/10

08:00-14:00

Visit to Irrigation project at Nam
Mo village

Vincent, Singha, village authorities,
beneficiaries and relevant project stakeholders

MO 30/10

14:00-16:00
08:30-10:00

Travel to Vapy district
Meeting with Vapy District
Committee and local project
stakeholders

10:00-12:00

Meeting with local project
stakeholders and visit project sites
Bung Ae Dike Construction
project.
Visit project site at Bung Ae Dike
Construction project.

Vincent, Singha
Vincent, Singha, Project team members lead
by District Planning and Investment Office
Lamarm-Vapy
(Vice District Governor, Head of DOHA,
Head of DONRE, Head of Finance
Department) and Focal point for
implementation of component 2.
Vincent, Singha, village authorities,
Vapy district
beneficiaries and relevant project stakeholders.

13:00-15:00

Travel to Pakse
Teleconference with the LDCF2
Project Infrastructure Specialist
10:00-11:00 Teleconference with LDCF2
Project EbA Specialist
12:40-13:55 Travel PKZ-VTE
15:30-1630
Meeting with UN Habitat
WE 01/11 08:20-09:20 Meeting with IFAD Country
Programme Officer
10:00-11:00 Meeting with M&E Specialist
11:00-12:00 Meeting with Environmental
Protection Fund
13:20-15:30 Interview LDCF2 Project Manager
15:45-16:30 Meeting with GPAR Project
16:45-17:30 Debriefing meeting with
RR/UNDP
THU 02/11 13:30 - 15:30 Debriefing with stakeholders
TU 31/10

FR 03/11

15:00-17:30
08:40-09:40

10:00-12:00

THU 16/11 13:30-14:30

Meeting UNDP

Vincent, Singha, village authorities,
Vapy district
beneficiaries and relevant project stakeholders.
Vincent, Singha,
Mr. Soulisak, Vincent, Singha

Vapy-PKZ
Pakse, Vientiane

Mr. Bounpanh Senthvi, Vincent, Singha

Pakse, Vientiane

Vincent, Singha
Mr. Liam Fee, Vincent, Singha
Soulivanh Pattivong, Vincent, Singha

PKZ-VTE
UNDP
IFAD

Ms. Amphaivanh Chanmany
Khampadith Khammounheuang, vincent,
Singha
Mr. Vanxay Boutanavong, Vincent, Singha
Gerry O'Driscol, vincent, singha.
Kaarina, Margaret,Cchitlatda, vincent, singha.

MONRE
MORE

Vincent, Singha, Margaret, chitlatda, Vanxay,
others
Vincent, Margaret

Meeting Regional GEF Focal Point Vincent, Keti Chachibaia

MONRE
MONRE
UNDP
UNDP
UNDP
(skype)
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Buengxay irrigation Project, Saravane District/Saravane Province, 27 October 2017.
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Annex 11: Evaluation Consultant Code of Conduct and Agreement
Form
Evaluators:
1. Must present information that is complete and fair in its assessment of strengths and weaknesses so
that decisions or actions taken are well founded.
2. Must disclose the full set of evaluation findings along with information on their limitations and have
this accessible to all affected by the evaluation with expressed legal rights to receive results.
3. Should protect the anonymity and confidentiality of individual informants. They should provide
maximum notice, minimize demands on time, and respect people’s right not to engage. Evaluators
must respect people’s right to provide information in confidence, and must ensure that sensitive
information cannot be traced to its source. Evaluators are not expected to evaluate individuals, and
must balance an evaluation of management functions with this general principle.
4. Sometimes uncover evidence of wrongdoing while conducting evaluations. Such cases must be
reported discreetly to the appropriate investigative body. Evaluators should consult with other relevant
oversight entities when there is any doubt about if and how issues should be reported.
5. Should be sensitive to beliefs, manners and customs and act with integrity and honesty in their relations
with all stakeholders. In line with the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights, evaluators must be
sensitive to and address issues of discrimination and gender equality. They should avoid offending the
dignity and self-respect of those persons with whom they come in contact in the course of the
evaluation. Knowing that evaluation might negatively affect the interests of some stakeholders,
evaluators should conduct the evaluation and communicate its purpose and results in a way that clearly
respects the stakeholders’ dignity and self-worth.
6. Are responsible for their performance and their product(s). They are responsible for the clear, accurate
and fair written and/or oral presentation of study imitations, findings and recommendations.
7. Should reflect sound accounting procedures and be prudent in using the resources of the evaluation.

Evaluation Consultant Agreement Form 16
Agreement to abide by the Code of Conduct for Evaluation in the UN System
Name of Consultant: __Vincent LEFEBVRE____________________________________________
Name of Consultancy Organization (where relevant): ________________________
I confirm that I have received and understood and will abide by the United Nations Code of Conduct
for Evaluation.
Signed at Brussels on 12/1/2018
Signature: ________________________________________

Evaluation Consultant Agreement Form
Agreement to abide by the Code of Conduct for Evaluation in the UN System
Name of Consultant: _Singha OUNNIYOM____________________________________________
Name of Consultancy Organization (where relevant): ________________________
I confirm that I have received and understood and will abide by the United Nations Code of Conduct
for Evaluation.
Signed at Vientiane on 12/1/2018

Signature:

Keti Chachibaia

